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e employ a tight-binding parametrization based on the Slater Koster model in order to fit the
band structures of single-layer, bilayer and bulk black phosphorus obtained from first-principles
calculations. We find that our model, which includes 9 or 17 parameters depending on whether
overlap is included or not, reproduces quite well the ab-initio band structures over a wide energy
range, especially the occupied bands. We also find that the Inclusion of overlap parameters improves
the quality of the fit for the conduction bands. On the other hand, hopping and on-site energies are
consistent throughout the different systems, which is an indication that our model is suitable for
calculations on multilayer black phosphorus and more complex situations in which first-principles
calculations become prohibitive, such as disordered systems and heterostructures with a large lattice
mismatch. We also discuss the limitations of the model and how the fit procedure can be improved
for a more accurate description of bands in the vicinity of the Fermi energy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the experimental discovery of graphene in 2004,
a strong scientific effort has been employed in the study
of this material. Many interesting structural and elec-
tronic properties were uncovered, with potential applica-
tions in the near future [1, 2]. Despite its large carrier
mobility in comparison with current silicon based devices,
graphene is a zero-gap semiconductor, which undermines
its application in electronic devices such as field effect
transistors, which require a band gap. As such, a lot of
research has been done in finding ways to open a band
gap in graphene. One of the most promissing routes so
far is the application of external electric fields or doping
in multilayer systems [3–6].

The success of graphene research and the search for a
band gap also led to the study of other materials that
share some structural similarities to graphene, the so-
called 2D materials. These materials form a single layer
of thickness of one up to a few atoms, and can be metal-
lic, semiconducting or insulating, thus being suitable for
many different applications [7, 8]. Moreover, the weak
van der Waals interactions between such layers allows
the possibility of stacking them in many different ways
in order to target specific electronic and optical proper-
ties, resulting in a set of materials now known as van
der Waals heterostructures [9, 10]. Among such mate-
rials, few-layer black phosphorus (BP) is a promissing
candidate for future applications. Like graphite, it is a
natural layered material that can be exfoliated down to
a single layer, which is known as phosphorene in analogy
to graphene [11, 12]. Fig. 1 shows the crystal structure
of bulk and single layer BP. We can see that each layer is
composed of puckered zigzag chains of P atoms, a struc-
ture that leads to highly anisotropic transport and opti-
cal properties [13–16]. Moreover, theoretical predictions
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and experimental observations have confirmed that few-
layer BP is a semiconductor with a band gap that can be
tuned by the number of stacked layers, ranging from 1.73
eV for single-layer down to 0.35 eV in the bulk, which is a
very desirable property for applications in optoelectronic
devices [14, 17, 18].

FIG. 1. Left: Crystal structure of black phosphorus, showing
the puckered zigzag chains in each layer. Right: Top view
of a single layer, also known as phosphorene. The dashed
rectangle indicates an unit cell of the layer.

From a theoretical point of view, the electronic and
structural properties of few-layer BP can be accurately
determined by first principles calculations, such as those
based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) and the GW
approximation for quasiparticle corrections [13, 18–21].
However, such methods quickly become prohibitive with
an increasing number of atoms in the unit cell, as is the
case in calculations for transport properties in disordered
systems and heterostructures with a large lattice mis-
match. In such situations, semi empirical tight-binding
(TB) calculations are often preferred, but they require an
adequate parametrization, which may be obtained from
theoretical calculations such as DFT and GW, or experi-
mental data. There are a few available parametrizations
so far, with different degrees of success in describing the
electronic properties of this material. In one class of
parametrizations, based on projection techniques using
Wannier functions and GW calculations, the proposed
models include a single pz-like orbital per atom [22, 23].
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Therefore, they do not fully capture the physics of sp3

bonding in this system, due to the staggered nature of
each layer. Such models include up to 15 parameters
and are successful in describing the low energy proper-
ties of few-layer BP, specially near the Γ point of the
Brillouin Zone, where the bands are mostly of pz char-
acter. However, they do not fully describe these bands
away from the Γ point, since they also contain contribu-
tions from s, px and py orbitals. Moreover, they describe
only a limited number of bands, not taking into account
most of the higher energy states. In a second class of
parametrizations, based on atomic orbitals, the proposed
models include all s and p orbitals, but employ a large
number of parameters and can become very complex [24].
The reason for that is that the hopping between a pair of
sites is parametrized individually (considering the sym-
metries of the structure), so they do not obey an analyti-
cal functional form with distance. Therefore, the number
of parameters increases with the number of neighboring
interactions considered, reaching up to 58 parameters for
8th neighbors. Such models can describe the valence and
conduction bands of few-layer BP with a greater overall
accuracy than the previous class of models, but they also
fail to fully describe the higher energy bands, since the
parameters are tailored to fit the low-energy states.

In this work, we provide a simple, yet reliable,
tight-binding parametrization based on the Slater-Koster
model for the electronic structure of few-layer BP, ob-
tained from first-principles calculations. Our model in-
cludes s and p orbitals for each site and an exponential
decay behavior for the hopping and overlap integrals, re-
sulting in a number of parameters that range from 9 up
to 17, depending on whether overlap parameters are in-
cluded or not. The number of neighboring interactions
can be controlled by a cutoff radius, whose value is cho-
sen after convergence tests. The main advantages of this
model, besides its simplicity, are that the associated TB
parameters have a clear physical interpretation in terms
of chemical bonding and that we can fit a larger number
of bands in a wide energy range, as we describe below.
Our paper is organized as follows: in the next section
we present our methodology, including the first-principles
calculations used to obtain the band structures, our tight-
binding model used to fit them and the fitting procedure.
In Sec. III, we present our results by discussing calcula-
tions with and without overlap integrals, different energy
ranges and how the resulting TB parameters compare
with previous parametrizations. We also discuss the role
of the basis choice in the first-principles calculations and
the consistency of our results for single-layer, bilayer and
bulk BP. Finally, in Sec. IV we present our conclusions
and discuss the suitability of our model for multilayer
systems and more complex situations. We also discuss
how the present model can be improved in order to reach
a better fit quality.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. First-Principles Calculations

In the first step of our calculations, we perform first-
principles calculations for single-layer, bilayer and bulk
BP based on Density Functional Theory (DFT), as im-
plemented on the SIESTA code [25–27]. We employ a
double-zeta-polarized (DZP) pseudoatomic orbital basis
to expand the wavefunctions. We have also perfomed
calculations with a simpler single-zeta basis (SZ), which
bears a closer correspondence to the sp3 TB model used
for the fits. We have found similar results for both ba-
sis sets, so we only discuss the results of the DZP basis
here. A PBE exchange-correlation functional is used for
the electron-electron interactions and norm-conserving
Troullier-Martins pseudopotentials are employed for the
ion-electron interactions [28, 29]. The Brillouin Zone is
sampled using a 10×10×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid
for single-layer and bilayer BP and a 10× 10× 4 for bulk
BP [30]. For single-layer and bilayer BP, a vacuum dis-
tance of 20 Å is used in order to isolate the slabs from
their periodic images.

Since experimental values for single-layer and bilayer
BP are not yet available and theoretical predictions
present variations depending on the choice of basis,
exchange-correlation functional and inclusion of van-der-
Waals interactions [13, 19–21], we fix all structural pa-
rameters to the experimental values of bulk BP in all
cases [31]. Finally, since DFT underestimates energy
gaps, we perform a rigid shift of all conduction bands
in order to reproduce the quasiparticle gaps obtained
from GW calculations (a procedure also known as scis-
sors shift) [18]. It is found in many cases that such a
shift is the main effect of the quasiparticle corrections in
semiconductors, so it is enough for the purposes of this
work [32].

B. Tight-Binding Calculations: Slater-Koster
Model

In our TB model, we use an atomic basis with 3s,
3px, 3py and 3pz orbitals for each atom, resulting in a
16 × 16 hamiltonian in k-space. Following the prescrip-
tion of the Slater-Koster model within the two-center ap-
proximation, any hopping or overlap integral between or-
bitals centered at different atomic sites can be expressed
in terms of their relative orientations and four integrals
related to σ and π bonding [33].

The simplest case is the hopping between two equiv-
alent s orbitals separated by a displacement vector ~r
pointing from one to another. It is given simply by
Vss(~r) = Vss(r) and does not depend on the orientation
of the bond. The hopping between a s orbital and a pi
(i = x, y, z) orbital separated by a displacement vector ~r
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from s to p is given by:

Vspi(~r) = liVspσ(r), (1)

where li = ~r.x̂i/r is the direction cosine of ~r with respect
to the corresponding cartesian direction and Vspσ(r) is
the σ hopping between a s orbital and a p orbital directed
along the bond. Similarly, the hopping between pi and
pj orbitals (i 6= j) is given by:

Vpipj (~r) = lilj [Vppσ(r)− Vppπ(r)], (2)

where Vppσ(r) is the σ hopping between p orbitals di-
rected along the bond and Vppπ(r) is the π hopping be-
tween p orbitals directed perpendicular to the bond and
parallel to each other. For two equivalent p orbitals cen-
tered at different sites, the expression is:

Vpipi(~r) = l2i Vppσ(r) + (1− l2i )Vppπ(r). (3)

Therefore, all hoppings can be expressed in
terms of direction cosines and the amplitudes
Vss(r), Vspσ(r), Vppσ(r) and Vppπ(r) calculated at
the bond length. These amplitudes decrease as the
distance between the orbitals increase. Since the atomic
wavefunctions decay exponentially for large distances
away from the nuclei, we model the hopping amplitudes
in the same way:

Vt(r) =

{
Vt(r0) exp

(
r−r0
rtd

)
, for r < rcut

0, for r ≥ rcut
(4)

In the above equation, t = ss, spσ, ppσ, ppπ is an index
that labels the type of hopping. r0 is a reference distance
at which the hopping amplitudes are calculated, which we
choose as the nearest neighbor distance: r0 = 2.224 Å.
rd is a decay distance and rcut is a cutoff distance. We
set rcut to 10.0 Å, which generates well converged band
structures according to our tests.

With this model, we have 8 parameters related to hop-
ping: four amplitudes Vss, Vspσ, Vppσ and Vppπ and four
decay distances rssd , rspσd , rppσd , rppπd . By setting the on-
site energy of the p orbitals to zero and including that of
the s orbitals in the model (Es), we end up with a min-
imal model with a total of 9 adjustable parameters. We
may also include overlap parameters following the same
prescription outlined above, by adding up to four corre-
sponding amplitudes and decay distances, resulting in a
model with a maximum of 17 adjustable parameters. In
the next section, we present results for both the minimum
model and the model with all overlap parameters.

C. Parametrization: Least-Squares Minimization

In order to fit the Tight-Binding band structures to
the corresponding DFT results, we use a least-squares
minimization. In this method, we consider the TB band

structure as a function of the Slater-Koster parameters
described above and minimize the following χ2 function:

χ2 =
1

Ndata

∑
n,~k

[(
ETB
n,~k
− ETBF

)
−
(
EDFT
n,~k

− EDFTF

)]2
,

(5)
where EDFT

n,~k
and ETB

n,~k
are the eigenvalues and EDFTF

and ETBF are the corresponding Fermi energies from DFT
and TB calculations, respectively. The summation in
this equation can be restricted to a given set of bands,
k-points or energy range, so the number of data points
Ndata can be different in each case. For a full-adjustment,
in which all bands and k-points are included, Ndata =
Nbands×Nk. We have considered different sets of k-points
and energy ranges, as we discuss in the next section.

The minimization of χ2 was carried on using Pow-
ell’s minimization algorithm [34]. The iterative proce-
dure stops when the relative value of χ2 differs by less
than 10−4 between two consecutive iterations. We find
in our calculations that the minimized value of this func-
tion depends on the initial choice of parameters, espe-
cially when overlap is included. This is an indication
that this functions may contain different local minima,
so we have tested several different starting points and
looked for the best fit.

III. RESULTS

A. Full Adjustment

In Fig. 2, we show a comparison between the DFT
band structures of single-layer, bilayer and bulk BP and
the corresponding TB full adjustments without (left) and
with (right) overlap parameters in the model. For bulk
BP, we have used a conventional rectangular unit cell
with four atoms in order to facilitate the comparison with
the single-layer and bilayer Brillouin Zones. As we can
see, the minimum TB model without overlap parameters
gives a good overall description of the DFT band struc-
ture, especially the occupied bands. The inclusion of
overlap parameters in the model improves the description
of the unoccupied band and fixes a few avoided crossings,
leading to a better quality fit.

Table I shows the fit parameters for each case and
the corresponding standard deviation of the adjusment,

which is the minimized value of σ =
√
χ2. The first

three (next three) rows of the table correspond to a model
without (with) overlap parameters, which we label TB1
(TB2). The last row contains reference parameters from
Harrison’s model, which describes the hopping between
s and p orbitals as a 1/r2 decay [35]. We can see that
the hopping parameters are consistent throughout single-
layer, bilayer and bulk BP, which is an indication that
this model is suitable for calculations on multilayer BP
and more complex situations. When overlap parame-
ters are included in the model, the adjusted values for
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FIG. 2. Comparison between DFT band structures (black) and corresponding Tight-Binding fits (red) for single-layer (top),
bilayer (middle) and bulk Black Phosphorus (bottom). The left (right) panels correspond to a model without (with) overlap
parameters. The Fermi energy is set to zero in all cases (horizontal dashed line).

the hopping amplitudes and decay constants change, but
they remain consistent throughout the three cases. Over-
lap amplitudes are found to be very small, with the ex-
ception of Sppπ, which may be an indication that the fit
procedure is less sensitive to these parameters. There-
fore, a model with all hopping parameters and only Sppπ
and rdsppπ might give a good description of the electronic
structure.

For transport properties, the most relevant bands are
those in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. Therefore, if
the model is intended to be used for such applications
it is desirable that the fit reproduces well these bands,
especially for k-points in the vicinity of the band-edge
states. In order to further check the description of these
bands, we have calculated the band gaps and effective
masses along Γ − X and Γ − Y for electrons and holes
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TABLE I. Tight-Binding paramters for a full adjustment of the DFT band structure, as shown in Fig. 2. Hopping and overlap
amplitudes are calculated at nearest neighbor distance (r0 = 2.224 Å) and are in eV. Decay distances are in Å and σ is the
standard deviation of the adjusment in eV. The last line contains reference parameters from Harrisons’ model [35]. Zero values
mean that they are smaller than 0.01 in the corresponding units.

Nlayers Vss Vspσ Vppσ Vppπ Es rdss rdspσ rdppσ rdppπ Sss Sspσ Sppσ Sppπ rdsss rdsspσ rdsppσ rdsppπ σ
Without Overlap (TB1)

1 -1.59 2.39 4.03 -1.14 -8.80 0.33 0.53 0.58 0.53 - - - - - - - - 0.54
2 -1.56 2.43 3.91 -1.18 -8.59 0.36 0.54 0.59 0.44 - - - - - - - - 0.55
Bulk -1.54 2.37 3.63 -1.25 -8.44 0.35 0.59 0.58 0.41 - - - - - - - - 0.58

With Overlap (TB2)
1 -2.02 2.76 3.99 -1.07 -7.34 0.43 0.55 0.76 0.51 0.06 0.01 0.04 0.14 0.04 6.37 0.00 0.36 0.45
2 -2.01 2.63 3.91 -1.09 -8.13 0.48 0.53 0.71 0.36 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.12 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.30 0.47
Bulk -1.75 2.75 3.61 -1.07 -7.38 0.48 0.56 0.73 0.35 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.50
Har -2.03 2.19 3.42 -0.97 -9.68 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

TABLE II. Electron (me) and hole (mh) effective masses along Γ−X (x) and Γ−Y (y) and energy gap at the Γ point (Eg) from
DFT and TB fits. TB1 is the model which does not include overlap parameters, while the TB2 model contains all parameters.
Theoretical reference values are taken from Ref. [13]. Masses are in units of the bare electron mass and gap energies are in eV.

single-layer bilayer bulk
DFT TB1 TB2 Ref. DFT TB1 TB2 Ref. DFT TB1 TB2

mx
h 0.13 0.40 0.37 0.15 0.10 0.37 0.32 0.15 0.15 0.34 0.26

mx
e 0.13 0.44 0.40 0.17 0.10 0.44 0.32 0.18 0.17 0.37 0.25

my
h 3.42 2.37 1.58 6.35 1.71 1.90 1.35 1.81 - - -

my
e 1.14 2.37 - 1.12 1.14 4.73 - 1.13 - - -

Eg 2.00 2.83 2.62 1.53 1.30 2.48 2.12 1.00 0.59 1.88 1.29

for both DFT and TB calculations. The results are re-
ported in Table II together with reference values from
DFT calculations from Ref. [13]. We recall that the un-
occupied bands from DFT were shifted in order to match
the quasiparticle gap obtained in the reference GW cal-
culation [18]. In particular, our DFT calculations pre-
dicts bulk-BP to be a semimetal, so the shift is specially
important in this case. With the energy shift, bulk-BP
has an indirect gap with the top of the valence band at
the Γ − Z line and the bottom of the conduction band
at the Γ − Y line, so we do not report the correspond-
ing effective masses. Similarly, we can see that the TB
model with overlap gives a very flat conduction band at
the Γ−Y line in all cases, so we do not report the corre-
sponding effective mass. As we can see, both TB models
overestimate the gaps and effective masses in all cases.
Nevertheless, we see that the full adjustment provides a
good description of the whole band structure, with con-
sistent effective masses for single-layer, bilayer and bulk
BP and standard deviations 0.45− 0.60 eV in an energy
range of about 25 eV. The fit also captures the high ef-
fective mass anisotropy along Γ−X and Γ−Y lines, but
at a qualitative level.

B. Adjustments for Low Energy Bands

We now discuss how the fit procedure can be improved
in order to get a better description of the band structure
near the Fermi energy. For that end, we focus our atten-
tion only on single-layer BP, since the model has already

shown to be consistent for multilayer systems. As we
are mainly interested in an accurate description of the
energy gaps and effective masses near the Γ point, we
narrow down the energy range and k-point grid of the
adjustment, which reduces the number of data points in-
cluded in the summation in Eq. 5.

For this fit, we have considered k-points only along the
Y −Γ−X path and included energy levels only within a
5 eV window from the Fermi energy. Moreover, since the
most relevant features of the valence (conduction) band
are near the top (bottom) at the Γ point and local max-
ima (minima) at nearby points, we have sampled these
regions with a higher density of k-points. The TB fits
for the models with (TB3) and without (TB4) overlap
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. As we can see, the
full model improves the fit of the valence and conduction
bands, at the expense of the deeper occupied bands. The
corresponding adjusted parameters are shown in Table
III. Note that some of these parameters are very different
from those reported in Table I, especially those involving
hoppings and overlaps to s orbitals. In fact, such pa-
rameters are more relevant to the description of deeper
energy bands, not included in this fit. As such, the fit
procedure becomes less sensitive to these parameters and
greatly depends on their initial choice. This problem is
particularly bad in the full model, where the calculation
usually does not converge for energy ranges smaller than
5 eV because the overlap parameters assume unphysical
values during the minimization.

Another feature observed in our calculations is that
both models fit better the occupied states, as is evident
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TABLE III. Tight-Binding parameters for the adjustments shown in Fig. 3. Hopping and overlap amplitudes are calculated
at nearest neighbor distance (r0 = 2.224 Å) and are in eV. Decay distances are in Å and σ is the standard deviation of the
adjusment in eV.

Model Vss Vspσ Vppσ Vppπ Es rdss rdspσ rdppσ rdppπ Sss Sspσ Sppσ Sppπ rdsss rdsspσ rdsppσ rdsppπ σ

TB3 -3.58 4.39 3.78 -1.43 -7.34 0.22 0.54 0.82 0.68 - - - - - - - - 0.33
TB4 -2.78 3.93 3.97 -1.07 -7.88 0.42 0.48 0.88 0.53 0.32 -0.05 0.17 0.06 1.03 5.18 0.21 2.27 0.28

FIG. 3. Comparison between DFT (black) and Tight-
Binding band structures (red) for single-layer Black Phospho-
rus for bands in the vicinity of the Fermi Energy, which is set
to zero. The top (bottom) panels correspond to a model with-
out (with) overlap parameters.

in Figs. 2 and 3. In fact, the fit of these states can be
further improved by completely leaving the unnocupied
states out of the adjustment, as verified by our test cal-
culations. On the other hand, even if the occupied states
are completely left out of the fit, the adjustment of the
conduction bands does not improve. In order to further
understand this issue, we have performed projected den-
sity of states (PDOS) calculations within DFT. The re-
sults for the single-layer are shown in Fig. 4. Bilayer and

bulk BP yield similar results, so we do not discuss them
here. As we can see, the d orbitals give an important
contribution to the conduction band states. Since these
orbitals are not included in our TB model, it is expected
that the fit quality is not the same for these bands. How-
ever, it should also be pointed out that DFT calculations
with the SZ basis, which does not include d orbitals, give
similar results when we use the same TB model to fit the
resulting band structures, even tough the standard devia-
tions are slightly smaller. This may be an indication that
our simple model has a limitation in the description of
the conduction bands, as also seen in similar models for
other semiconductors [36]. Another important feature of
the PDOS is that the s orbitals contribute mainly to the
deeper bands, in agreement with our discussion above in
terms of the TB parameters. There is some hybridiza-
tion with the p orbitals in the low energy range, but the
latter still dominate. Moreover, our calculations indicate
that the low-energy bands do not have a full pz charac-
ter. Therefore, TB parametrizations which include only
a single pz-like orbital per site are expected to not fully
capture all features of these bands, as seen in the pro-
posed models so far [22, 23]. However, they are still very
successful in fitting these bands in the vicinity of the Γ
point (and some higher energy states as well), thus cor-
rectly reproducing band gaps and effective masses.

Even with the limitations of our model, we may also get
an improved description of the gap and effective masses
near the Γ point. To this end, we perform a new fit with
k-points in a narrow vicinity of the Γ point and a 2.5 eV

energy range. Only k-points with |~k| < 0.10 2π/a are
included, where a = 3.3136 Å is the experimental lattice
constant of bulk BP. The results are shown in Fig. 5 and
the corresponding parameters are reported in Table IV
(TB5 and TB6 without and with overlap, respectively).
Note that the standard deviation of the adjustment is
now greatly reduced, ranging from 0.02 to 0.08 eV, due
to the reduced number of data points. For the same
reason, the adjusted parameters are much more sensitive
to the fit conditions than those of the full adjustment
reported in Table I.

The effective masses and the gap energies at the Γ
point are shown in Table V. We can see that the narrow
fit greatly improves the description of these quantities in
comparison with the full adjustment shown in Table II,
especially the gap and the effective masses along Γ−X.
For the Γ − Y direction, the TB model without overlap
parameters gives a conduction band minimum outside Γ,
so my

e is not reported. On the other hand, the model with
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TABLE IV. Tight-Binding parameters for the adjustments shown in Fig. 5. Hopping and overlap amplitudes are calculated
at nearest neighbor distance (r0 = 2.224 Å) and are in eV. Decay distances are in Å and σ is the standard deviation of the
adjusment in eV.

Model Vss Vspσ Vppσ Vppπ Es rdss rdspσ rdppσ rdppπ Sss Sspσ Sppσ Sppπ rdsss rdsspσ rdsppσ rdsppπ σ

TB5 -0.78 3.61 3.46 -1.32 -16.4 2.15 0.36 0.49 0.01 - - - - - - - - 0.08
TB6 -2.13 2.64 4.76 -1.51 -10.8 0.84 0.45 0.49 0.60 0.19 -0.07 0.05 0.14 0.03 0.27 0.23 0.18 0.02
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FIG. 4. Projected density of states (PDOS) of single-layer
BP as given by DFT calculations with the DZP basis. The
energy range is the same as the band structures in Fig. 2 and
the Fermi energy is set to zero. We have also performed a
scissors shift in order to reproduce the correct quasiparticle
gap

overlap gives a good description of both masses. We point
out, however, that since the valence band is almost flat
along this line, numerical values for the corresponding
effective mass can be imprecise.

TABLE V. Electron (me) and hole (mh) effective masses
along Γ − X (x) and Γ − Y (y) and energy gap at the Γ
point (Eg) from DFT and TB fits in a narrow vicinity of the
Γ point. TB5 is the model which does not include overlap
parameters, while TB6 contains all parameters. Masses are
in units of the bare electron mass and gap energies are in eV.

DFT TB5 TB6

mx
h 0.13 0.21 0.16

mx
e 0.13 0.22 0.15

my
h 3.42 1.18 2.68

my
e 1.14 - 1.07

Eg 2.00 2.08 1.99

FIG. 5. Comparison between DFT (black) and TB band
structures (red) for single-layer black phosphorus for bands
in a narrow vicinity of the Γ point. The top (bottom) panels
correspond to a model without (with) overlap parameters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have developed a Tight-Binding
parametrization based on the Slater Koster model in or-
der to describe the band structures of multilayer black
phosphorus systems as obtained from first principles cal-
culations. The model includes s and p orbitals and we
model the behavior of the hopping and overlap ampli-
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tudes with distance as an exponential decay, which re-
duces the total number of parameters. We find that
our model can fit the DFT band structures over an en-
ergy range of about 25 eV with standard deviations of
0.45− 0.60 eV. It fits especially well the occupied bands,
but we find it has limitations in the description of the
conduction bands, even tough the inclusion of overlap
parameters improves their fit. The adjusted hopping pa-
rameters are consistent throughout single-layer, bilayer
and bulk BP, which is an indication the model is suit-
able for multilayer systems. On the other hand, overlap
parameters are in general less consistent and more de-
pendent on the conditions of the fit.

For the valence and conduction bands, we find that the
full adjustment, in which all bands are included, does not
give a sufficiently accurate description of the energy gaps
and effective masses, but it captures the mass asymme-
try at a qualitative level. For an improved description
of these quantities, the fit procedure needs to be car-
ried on bands in a narrow energy range and k-points in
the vicinity of the gap, leading to standard deviations of
0.02− 0.08 eV.

The description of the conduction bands may be im-
proved with the inclusion of fictitious orbitals which lead
to band repulsion, as is usually done in TB models for

semiconductors [36]. The dependence of the hopping and
overlap amplitudes with distance can also be modified to
more complex expressions, such as the product of polyno-
mials and exponentials. One can also go beyond the two
center approximation and include more types of hoppings
and overlaps. Finally, we point out that for the study
of impurities or heterostructures, local modifications of
hopping and on-site energies may also be required. For
the least-squares fit, the use of methods that perform a
search over all the parameter space, such as genetic al-
gorithms, may lead to improved adjustments. All these
modifications will lead to more complex models with an
increased number of parameters and longer computation
times, so we believe our model provides an important,
yet simple starting point for tackling these situations.
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